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Best emulators for android reddit 2019

What are the best Android emulators without an external controller? I like the DS emulator. It seems that any other emulator needs a controller to play games properly or it's pain. Page 2 41 comments Looking for some 3D fighting gamesTried plays bloody roar 4 of Dolphin Failed,can nit work FPS
wiseTried Damon for PS2 games, but no controller support hurtssviews for something free, something else pretty good? Page 2 15 comments Im using COSE NOX is the most mainstream emulator for Android, but I do not know if there is a better one or there is another with better perfation, compatibility,
etc. Page 2 17 comments Hello there, recently made the transition from iOS to Android, and one of the things I had the most problems with iOS is emulation. I could never play Snes, GBA, DS and n64 games with an emulator simply because I could never find anyone who worked properly. I know Android
is a more open end, so I'm coming for you guys looking for great emulators. Especially; SNES GBA N64 NINTENDO DS Playstation 2 (If there are even any good ones still)Everything else is just fluff. I've emulation pc before, but obviously on the go is more convenient. Thank you in advance. Page
2Placed since 3 years ago 33 comments Page 2Placed by2 66 years ago 66 years ago 66 comments Bluestacks claim it is much faster than other emulators due to benchmark test they had some company do, but I have no idea how much exactly it is. I found some posts from last year on this subreddit
that say Nox is dangerous, has malware and uses your computer for cryptocurrency mining. Almost every google search article just says x is good, y is good, but does not provide the actual benchmarks or speed at all. Page 2 100 comments title says everything, witch from them that offer? So out of
boredom I decided to publish my emulator leak for each system (mostly those I use), keep in mind that not every emulator is free, but in some cases there are free options that are as good as paid. So let's get started : Atari 2600 - There are many emulators for this one, but I found that 2600.emu is the
best, works great and has a ton of options. It's a paid emulator. Atari 5200 - for this there is not much option. Soon a few new emojis come out, but from now on you need to use a retroarch. It's a complex setup to work it, but it's worth it in my opinion. Atari 7800 - a free emulator that is not available on
Google Play (as far as I know) called emu7800. The reason why it is not available may be games built in this emulator. Atari Jaguar - Jaguar is an extremely complex emulation system, which is why the possibilities are limited. I found that IrataJaguar, the paid emulator works best, will still need a powerful
device to play jaguar games. Atari Lynx - Retroarch cores work best for this manual system. There are more atari systems that can on Android, but at the moment I do not have much leak with them, so now you will turn them off. Let's have Nwo. Bandai WonderSwan (color) - There are two options here,
both are free. Retroarch and all in one emu called multi psx emulator, both of these emulators work great. Colecovision - There are other good options here, but I use msx.emu (paid) to emulate this system. Works good.Commodore 64 - Here there is a good ammount of options, but unfortunately not
many of them work well. C64.emu, paid emulator works best. Commodore Amiga 500 - I use omega 500 from the gaming store and it works great, but you will have to pay for amiga forever essentials to run this as Amiga 500 does not come with any official ROM systems. FBA / MAME For both arcade
emulators I use retroarch, works great and free! J2ME (Java games) - As I used to play a lot on my mobile phones, that's why I have a strong nostalgia for Java games. I use j2ME loader, really, the only Java emulator that I think works properly on android.MS DOS - Magic Dosbox works great, has a free
version. MSX 1/2 - msx.emu(paid) works best. NEC PC Engine - Two options here, one paid and one free. Retroarch works great, and pce.emu(paid) works great as well. really depends on you. NEC PC engine SuperGrafx - Here we have an option, retroarch works. NEC PC FX - And we have a
retroarch in the first place again. Neo Geo Pocket - ngp.emu is a paid emulator, but it works great. And there's a retroarch core that works well too. Nintendo 64 - a lot of options here really, but most of them are based on mupen64 plus FZ, the best option right now. Nintendo DS - Most think that
drastically(paid) is the best option, and even if it's true for now. There is a new multi emulator called an emulator (free) that supports nds and surprisingly works without stuttering. Nintendo GameBoy(color) - tons of options here. Retroarch has cores that also work. (To name a few: pizza boy is a good
emulator, there is a free version) And retroarch core with the name of SameBoy is my favorite GB(Color) retroarch core.) Nintendo GBA - I personally use my boy! Paid version, but there is also a free version. NES - nostalgia.nes is the one I use, but there are tons of other options, also nostalgia has a
free version of the emulator. SNES - superretro16 is the one I like the most, is paid , but they have a lite version as well. Nintendo Virtual Boy - just one option here, it's a retroarch, and it works well. OpenBOR - for those of you who are fans of side scrolling platforms and beat them ups , this is for you, just
do a Google search and need to be found on the official website. There is a large community that creates its own games! PS1 - ePSXe(paid) is the one if you are looking for the full package. PSP - ppsspp is the best with tons of options, there is a free version. Panasonic 3DO – An emulator called
real3doplayer is the one that works best on my phone, it's a paid emulator. Now 32x - options here besides the one that works, retroarch! Now CD - MD.EMU(paid) works great, but again, there is a good free option: retroarch! Now Dreamcast - only one they are 100000000 You can get a more up-to-date
version than the one on Google Play on their github page! Now GameGear - And again, I use two emus here, one paid called nostalgia.gg and one free called ... Guess what, retroarch! They both work great. Sega Master System - And I will give you two options again, md.emu ( paid ) and retroarch (free) .
They both work great! Now Mega disk - md.emu(paid) and retroarch(free) . They both work great. Sega PICO - One option, it's a retroarch! Now sg 1000 - Mastergear(paid) is the one that works best. And retroarch has a working core that supports SG 1000 if you want to go on a free route. Now Saturn -
An emulator called yaba sanshiro(free), which works, you need a powerful device for this system. But keep in mind that not everything will work, there is a compatibility list that you can find if you want to know which games work. Sharp X68000 - This system works great with retroarch. GCE Vectrex -
Same here, retroarch works great. UPDATE: Flash games – There is a flash game emulator called Flash Player Game on Google Play, unfortunately it works for older devices that have Android version up to 4.0.2 . Google decided to get rid of Flash Player support in their 4.1 update, so it won't work on
newer phones. For those who have older phones, you can enjoy hundreds of perfectly supported flash/browser games on your phone! Mattel Intellivision - retroarch is the version to use, you may want to use an emulator called jzintv4droid on Google Play, but it's not worth worrying tbh. Palm OS - These
handheld devices from the early 2000s have emulators that surprisingly work great for Android. The free one is called phem, this one supports the palm up to 4.2. And there is the better one called styletap, you can use it without paying, but you have a 14-day trial period and then you will have to pay
funny ammount of money if you want to continue using this emu. Both work great and you can play some awesome (especially puzzle) games for free. ScummVM – This is a program that allows you to run some classic graphics games with dots and click adventure, provided you already have your data
files. Clever for this: ScummVM simply replaces the executables delivered with the games, allowing you to play them on systems for which they were never designed! For more information and compatibility of the games, check their official website. Nintendo Gamecube and Wii: Dolphin Emulator, you'll
need a device that has at least a snapdragon 835 to run games (not all) in game speed. IMPORTANT: I noticed that there are some 3DS emulators appearing on Google Play, do not waste your time, they are not emulators, but a scam to make you pay for nothing! The End, I can keep updating this post
from time to time and add more system! If you have any do not hesitate to comment! Page 2,43 comments androidauthority.com/best-a...Page 2androidauthority.com/best-a... 2androidauthority.com/best-a I didn't. Am.
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